
Remote Sprints



Why Sprint?
Teams find it hard to align with a common objective.
Teams often work to unclear goals and project scope changes repeatedly.
Teams lack real data on which to base decisions. 
Teams need a creative process in order to ground their innovations.
Teams lose enthusiasm and focus when product-cycles run too long.



Idea to Launch
Typically projects go from an idea to
launch without any input from our users, 
sometimes project scope diverts our 
projects off track and we never complete 
or are so far removed from the original 
concept they no longer meet the user 
requirements.
A Sprint process requires us to follow a 
structured plan in order to learn, build 
and evaluate. Collecting data to iterate
our thinking and improve our outputs.



Iteration
Iteration is key, but you need data in 
order to iterate so make sure you collect 
data at every point in your process.



“A sprint answers critical questions 
using design, prototyping and testing”





Here are a selection of best 
practices and principles to 
help you incorporate a 
human-centered design into 
your project’s process. 
Whether you have a new idea 
or a working prototype to test. 

Here you can see the areas 
where you would Ideate the 
plan, Prototype and then 
Measure and valuate your 
solution.



Solutions are easier to talk 
about, but they don’t invite new 
thinking (focus on the problem)
Does everyone understand the 
problem?
Understand and prioritise the 
problem first!
Increases the chances in finding 
the right
Solution
Is the problem worth solving?

Problem Framing



“Failure to ask the right questions will 
lead to solving the wrong problem or 
meet the requirements of your users”



How Desirable, Feasible and 
Viable is your solution?



“Great organisations fail, but they learn 
from what failed and apply new 
learning to avoid further failure.”



Problem Reframing Re-framing your problem helps when 
ideating solutions. It is an approach to view 
your problem through a different lens. Re-
framing is applied to boost innovative 
thinking - if you solve every problem the 
same way, you will limit your ability to grow 
and the outcomes will be no different from 
previous choices made.







“Our first idea is not our best”





“Evaluation is critical, make sure you 
are measuring correctly, set the right 

questions!”



“Aligning yourself to what you want to evaluate
against helps define and ask the right questions.



“Never start with a solution. The sprint is
designed to give you more efficient solutions.

Always start with a problem”



Prototype
What: A prototype is a rough version of a product that allows you to gain 
early feedback as your users get a hands-on experience with the thing you 
are trying to solve. You are able to evaluate if you are on the right track by 
solving the right problem, and you can test particular elements directly with 
your users.



Prototype
When: As soon as you have identified the problem you want to solve, you 
should prototype as early on in the process as possible and iterate this 
prototype based on the feedback.
Why: It is more cost effective to change a product early in the development 
process than to make change after you finalise it.
Where: Take your prototype out in the wild. Get feedback on it. Capture this 
feedback and iterate.
How: A prototype can be anything from paper drawings (low-fidelity) that 
have some form interactivity to something that allows a much richer 
experience (high-fidelity) where you have crafted the product further. This 
fidelity of prototype should have some level of investment applied.



Process
The Sprint process is split up into separate phases (days). During these 
phases you will divide that work into two blocks separated by a lunch in the 
middle, with some brief rest between tasks if necessary.



Four phase process





What’s your problem?
Choosing the right problem to solve is important. Choosing the wrong problem could end up wasting time and resources or 
solving something your customer isn’t interested in. See your problems differently, don’t look at them negatively, if 
understood they are valuable to your company and customers. Too often, people fall in love with a solution rather than the 
problem itself. Solutions that fail are often solutions to a problem that doesn’t exist, or the problem isn’t bigger enough to 
require a solution.

“Innovator Bias is a sneaky troll — rearing its ugly head, not just during ideation, but throughout the innovation lifecycle, 
often when you least expect it. At each step, some of the most fundamental truths come from a deep understanding of 
problems before solutions.”. Ash Maurya, Love the problem, Not your solution.

Problem framing improves the chances for success.

To start with, writing a problem statement grounds our thinking by defining what current pain points exist, when, where and 
why a problem happens, the impact of the problem and its importance.

Problem statements help you define the problem, allow others within your network to understand what you are facing and 
help you understand who your users are.



Tips
Gather the team
Set the schedule
Remove assumptions
Clarity is key
Set up the tools



Before you Sprint you should make sure everyone is 
welcomed to the team. Remember remove any 
assumptions you might have, be empathetic with each 
other. Set the rules. Get everyone familiar with the tools 
you will be using – not everyone will have used the same 
tools you’ve used. 

In this example we are using Mural for our interactive 
whiteboard and Zoom for video, chat and screenshare 
conversations.



The first phase is all about getting an aligned 
understanding of the problem/s and to define the 
challenge. By doing this you will be solving the right 
problem.
If you are part of a team you will want to make sure 
everyone is in agreement with the common goal we are 
going to solve during the Sprint. When you have multiple 
people around the table everyone will have their own 
understanding.
Therefore, it’s important to ensure everyone’s voice is 
captured but also decisions are made at each milestone. 
It is important that a critical alignment of the 
understanding is achieved to ensure the correct target is 
being aimed towards.

Understanding



How Might We (HMW)?
In order to visualise a solution to a problem our
brains work best with solving questions. Therefore 
you should always convert your statements of 
problems into questions. We refer to these as How 
Might We or HMW for short. We constraint 
ourselves to write down HMW as this forces us to 
write a question.













The second phase centres around refining our 
idea. We create visual representations of the idea 
in order to express to our team. We when start to 
gather feedback from the ideas and evaluate which 
ideas to take forward. We’ve achieved this using a 
pentagon model. Each time we go through the 
process we are in a state if convergent and 
divergent thinking. We are broadening and 
narrowing down our thinking. To a point where we 
have a manageable number of ideas to consider.   

Explore (Refining)











User Flow
Now you have a problem you’d like to solve, a solution that might solve this to be validated through the 
prototype. Figure out six steps on the agreed concept. Expand the three-part story (beginning, middle and 
end) by adding more detail to each step. For example:

Step 1: (create the entry point for your solution) participants gather to hear about a method to help them 
understand their user needs.
Step 2: a presentation given on the process.

Step 3: activity explained to participants.
Step 4: examples and case studies provided to help participants understand the activity.
Step 5: touch points within the activity to check if participants are doing it right

Step 6: (the ideal ending) participants gain a hands-on knowledge of the method.

If you are doing this exercise as a group, you will want each person to create their own user flow based on 
the problem identified. Once you have all finished you should lay these out and again get feedback via 
voting. You should be choosing which flow will be taken forward into the Storyboard method.



Storyboarding
Take the six-part User Flow and expand this now into 
an eight step storyboard. Use the post-its from the 
agreed user flow as the foundations for your 
sketches. Now start to sketch out the storyboard 
thinking about all aspects of solving your problem. 
Think about the journey a user will have with the 
product. This storyboard will provide the foundations 
for the prototyping phase.



Then we prototype and test, we focus on one core 
element of the idea and create low-fidelity prototypes 
in order to gather insights. These low-fidelity 
prototypes are created using minimal resources and 
cost effective solutions (paper, card, cardboard, etc). 
The reason for this is because when testing with 
users we can make simplistic changes to the design 
in real time - there is no need to go away and re-
compile or re-render. From here, we take these 
findings and either iterate our low-fidelity prototype of 
move onto producing a high-fidelity version which 
again can be test.
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